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ABSTRACT A central feature of the lipid raft concept is the formation of cholesterol-rich lipid domains. The introduction of
relatively rigid cholesterol molecules into fluid liquid-disordered (Ld) phospholipid bilayers can produce liquid-ordered (Lo)
mixtures in which the rigidity of cholesterol causes partial ordering of the flexible hydrocarbon acyl chains of the phospholipids.
Several lines of evidence support this concept, but direct structural information about Lo membranes is lacking. Here we present
the structure of Lo membranes formed from cholesterol and dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC). Specific deuteration of the
DOPC acyl-chain methyl groups and neutron diffraction measurements reveal an extraordinary disorder of the acyl chains of
neat Ld DOPC bilayers. The disorder is so great that >20% of the methyl groups are in intimate contact with water in the bilayer
interface. The ordering of the DOPC acyl chains by cholesterol leads to retraction of the methyl groups away from the interface.
Molecular dynamics simulations based on experimental systems reveal asymmetric transbilayer distributions of the methyl
groups associated with each bilayer leaflet.
INTRODUCTION
The proteins of cell membranes are distributed in the plane of
fluid lipid bilayers that are composed of hundreds, if not thou-
sands, of lipid species. Because of the disparate interaction
energies among the lipid and protein components, fluid
membranes are likely to be regionalized into fluctuating
domain-like structures. This idea underlies the concept of
lipid rafts, which are believed to play an important role in
cellular signaling processes (1,2). At the heart of the raft
concept is the formation of cholesterol-rich lipid domains.
Studies of model membranes have shown that the introduc-
tion of relatively rigid cholesterol molecules into fluid
liquid-disordered (Ld) phospholipid bilayers can produce
liquid-ordered (Lo) mixtures (3) in which the rigidity of
cholesterol, arising from its transfused ring structure, causes
partial ordering of the flexible hydrocarbon acyl chains of the
phospholipids (4–6). Although NMR measurements (7–9)
and the results of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
(10) are consistent with this idea, little direct structural infor-
mation about Lomembranes is available. A potentially useful
measure of the ordering of lipid acyl chains is the transbilayer
distribution of the acyl-chainmethyl groups, which appear as
troughs of relatively low electron density in the center of
bilayer electron-density profiles determined by x-ray diffrac-
tion. This trough is expected, because although a methyl
group occupies twice the volume of a methylene group, it
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contributes only one additional electron (11). The trough is
relatively narrow for bilayers in crystalline (12) or gel-state
(13) bilayers, indicating that the methyl groups are restrained
to a small region in the center of the bilayer. In fluid-like Ld

bilayers, on the other hand, the trough is quite broad (14).One
of the earliest indicators of the existence of the cholesterol-
induced Lo state was the observation of narrowing of the
methyl trough in electron-density profiles of egg lecithin/
cholesterol bilayers relative to neat Ld egg lecithin bilayers
(4). X-ray data such as these show the connection between
the acyl-chain methyl distribution and the ordering of acyl
chains, but the connection is only qualitative. Here, we estab-
lish a quantitative relation by using neutron diffraction
(15,16) to determine directly the transbilayer distribution
of deuterated methyl groups.

Previous MD simulations of DOPC bilayers (17,18) sug-
gested that the transbilayer distribution of acyl-chain methyl
groups is much broader than was surmised from early x-ray
and neutron diffraction measurements, which assumed a
simple Gaussian distribution because of baseline uncer-
tainties in the absolute scaling procedures used (11). Simu-
lations from two laboratories suggested that the methyl
distribution is not purely Gaussian (17,19) and is better
described as a Gaussian-like distribution with kurtosis
(broad tails). Although the widths of the methyl distribution
in the simulations of Benz et al. (18) were interpreted as a
Gaussian, they implied the existence of a significant pop-
ulation of methyls extending into the headgroup region.
This result is consistent with nuclear Overhauser effect
spectroscopy (NOESY) NMR measurements (20,21), which
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have been controversial (22). The existence of significant
methyl-headgroup interactions would mean that the lipid
acyl chains are far more disordered than is generally appre-
ciated. Our direct structural approach not only confirms the
existence of methyl-headgroup interactions, it reveals for
the first time (to our knowledge) the extraordinary extent
of acyl-chain disorder. We find that 20% of the methyl
groups of Ld DOPC bilayers are in intimate contact with
the DOPC headgroups. The addition of cholesterol
(33 mol %) to produce Lo membranes reduces these interac-
tions dramatically. MD simulations of the systems yield
similar results and allow examination of the transbilayer
mixing of acyl chains from opposing bilayer leaflets.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Synthesis of methyl-deuterated oleic acid

Oleic acid deuterated exclusively on the terminal methyl group was synthe-

sized on a gram scale as described in detail in the Supporting Material.

Briefly, the 18-carbon oleic acid chain, with a C1 carboxylic acid, 9,10-cis

double bond, and C18 perdeuterated methyl group, was assembled from

two readily available components: 1), an unlabeled 10-carbon fragment,

O-protected 1-decyne-10-ol, containing both the carboxyl and alkene groups

of oleic acid in latent form; and 2), methyl-deuterated 1-iodo-n-octane. The

latter labeled fragment was prepared from O-protected ethyl 8-hydroxy-n-

octanoate, intowhich the deuterium label was readily introduced by sequen-

tial reduction of the ethyl ester and derived primary alcohol (as themesylate)

with lithium aluminum deuteride. The resultant labeled 8-carbon fragment,

corresponding to C11-18 of the target oleic acid, was converted into the

iodide and coupled to the protected lithio-10-hydroxy-1-decyne, followed

by catalytic semihydrogenation with Ni(OAc)2/H2/NaBH4, to give exclu-

sively the Z-alkene. Hydrolysis of the THP ether and Jones oxidation gave

18,18,18-trideuterio-oleic acid. Analysis by mass spectrometry and

500 MHz proton NMR verified that the terminal (C18) methyl group was

fully deuterated (985 1%) and that the alkene was 99.5% Z-isomer.
Materials

Cholesterol deuterated in the A-ring (2,2,3,4,4,6-d6) was purchased from

Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover, MA). Proton NMR and mass

spectrometry verified both the position and atom percent of deuteration

(97–98%). DOPC and d6-DOPC were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids

(Alabaster,AL), and the latterwas prepared by substituting specificallydeuter-

ated oleic acid (described above) for unlabeled acid according to themanufac-

turer’s standard protocols for synthesizing the commercial unlabeled DOPC.
Sample preparation

For the neutron diffraction experiments, lipid mixtures were deposited onto

glass slides from chloroform solutions to produce highly oriented multila-

mellar bilayer stacks on the glass surface. After the chloroform was

removed by evaporation in vacuo, the samples were hydrated through the

vapor phase by equilibration with saturated salt solutions to control the rela-

tive humidity (RH) and hence the activity of the water in the bilayer stacks.

The samples were kept at constant RH in a sealed aluminum sample

canister throughout data collection.
Neutron diffraction

Neutron diffraction takes advantage of the fact that deuterium nuclei have

a positive scattering length, whereas hydrogen nuclei have negative
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scattering lengths. In a typical experiment, scattering-length density

profiles, representing the projection of the scattering-length density of the

unit cell on to the bilayer normal (equivalent to electron-density profiles

in x-ray measurements), are computed from the intensities of the lamellar

diffraction peaks. Profiles are computed for bilayers containing no deuter-

ated components and for bilayers containing lipids with selectively deuter-

ated chemical groups, such as DOPC double bonds (16). So-called

difference structures, which are obtained by subtracting the nondeuterated

bilayer profile from the profile of deuterated bilayers, yield the transbilayer

distribution of the deuterated atoms in fluid lipid bilayers (16).

The glass slides with deposited multilayers were rotated in the incident

cold-neutron beam (23) (wavelength l¼ 5.0 Å) through an angleQ relative

to the incident beam while diffracted neutrons were collected at the angle

2Q (referred to as Q-2Q scans). This geometry yields the neutron

momentum transfer (Qz h 4psinQ/l) normal to the bilayer plane, and

thus probes the structure of the membrane in one dimension only, i.e., along

the bilayer normal (see Fig. S1 A in the Supporting Material). With the use

of a pencil detector, a series of sharp diffracted intensities I(Qz) were ob-

tained for each sample examined. These intensities were processed by sub-

tracting the linear background for each peak and applying absorption and

Lorentz factors to obtain structure factors from which absolute-scale, scat-

tering-length density bilayer profiles were obtained as described in detail

elsewhere (16,24,25). Oriented bilayer samples were investigated over

a range of hydrations (66–93% RH) at 21�C. This range allowed us to coor-
dinate our results with previous findings (11) and to investigate higher

hydrations, but at the same resolution. Neutron diffraction measurements

were performed on the Advanced Neutron Diffractometer/Reflectometer

(23) located at the NIST Center for Neutron Research (National Institute

of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD). For a summary of the

principles and methods of data analysis used here, see Krepkiy et al. (25).
Phasing of DOPC bilayer structure factors

The structure factor phases and the absolute per-lipid scale of the profiles

were determined, in a first step, by deuterium contrast variation in the water

of hydration as explained elsewhere (24,26). In addition, the phase assign-

ment was further confirmed by the observation that the structure factors,

scaled and phased in the previous step for each composition in the

DOPC/d6-DOPC series, increased proportionally with the fraction of

d6-DOPC (Fig. S3, Table S2, and Table S3). The 7th-order structure factor

sign was found to be positive, contrary to previous results for DOPC at 66%

relative humidity (24). Its small amplitude makes it difficult to determine its

phase unambiguously based only on the H2O-D2O contrast variation.

However, because of its small amplitude, it does not contribute significantly

to the calculated scattering-length density profile.
MD simulations

All-atom MD simulations of DOPC and DOPC/cholesterol (2:1) bilayers at

7.9 waters/lipid (corresponding to experiments at 86% relative humidity)

were carried out at constant temperature (296 K) and constant pressure

(1 bar) for 100 ns. Analyses were performed over the last 60 ns of each

simulation trajectory. All MD simulations were performed with the

NAMD 2.7b1 software package (27). The CHARMM36 force-field param-

eters were used for DOPC lipids and cholesterol (28), and the TIP3P model

was used for water (29). The smooth particle mesh Ewald method (30,31)

with a 4th-order interpolation scheme was used to calculate electrostatic

interactions, and short-range, real-space interactions were cut off at 11 Å

via a switching function. The equations of motion were integrated by means

of a reversible multiple-step algorithm (32) with a time step of 4 fs for elec-

trostatic forces, 2 fs for short-range nonbonded interactions, and 1 fs for

bonded forces. Bond lengths involving hydrogen atoms were held fixed

by the SHAKE (33) and SETTLE (34) algorithms. Nosé-Hoover-Langevin

pistons (35,36) were used for pressure control, and a Langevin dynamics
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FIGURE 1 Transbilayer distribution of terminal methyl groups and water

in a liquid-disordered DOPC bilayer. (A) Scattering-length density profiles

on an absolute scale along the bilayer normal of DOPC bilayers. Tempera-

ture: 21�C. The solid black line shows the reference bilayer profile deter-

mined using nondeuterated DOPC hydrated at 66% relative humidity

(RH) (5.4 waters per lipid) with H2O. Blue-shade profiles are for DOPC

bilayers hydrated at 66% RH in a series of D2O/H2O mixtures (10, 20,

and 50 mol % D2O). Red-shaded profiles correspond to bilayers formed

from mixtures of nondeuterated DOPC and terminal-methyl deuterated

DOPC (d6-DOPC) (49, 73, and 97 mol % d6-DOPC). The density profile

amplitudes are presented in units of scattering-length per unit length, cor-

responding to the scattering-length density of a unit cell multiplied by the

area per lipid (S; see Materials andMethods). The X axis shows the distance

from the bilayer center (z) with zero positioned in the middle of the bilayer.

Space-filling representations of disordered DOPC molecules are shown

above the panel (oxygen, red; carbon, gray; nitrogen, blue; phosphorous,

gold; hydrogen, white; deuterium, orange). (B) Difference scattering-length

density profiles obtained by subtracting the reference profile (black curve,

panel A) from the profiles determined with deuterated water (blue-shaded

curves, panel A) and deuterated terminal methyl groups (red-shaded curves,

panel A). The difference profiles use the same coloring scheme as in panel

A. These data reveal the extreme disorder of liquid-disordered bilayers. The

outer wings of the CH3 groups overlap the water distributions and account

for ~20% of the total number of CH3 groups (Fig. S5). Similar results were
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scheme was used for thermostating. Molecular graphics and simulation

analyses were performed with the VMD 1.8.7 software package (37).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Determination of the transbilayer acyl-chain
methyl distribution for neat DOPC bilayers

To determine the structure of Ld and Lo bilayers, we per-
formed neutron measurements on oriented multilamellar
bilayer arrays composed of DOPC or DOPC/cholesterol
mixtures deposited on glass slides. Rotation of the slide in
the neutron beam resulted in a lamellar diffraction pattern
from which we obtained the structure factors used to
compute the profiles (Fig. S1).

As a reference structure for liquid-ordered bilayers,wefirst
characterized liquid-disordered DOPC bilayers. Oriented
nondeuterated DOPC bilayers at 66% RH (5.4 waters/lipid)
(38) yielded h ¼ 8 orders of sharp lamellar diffraction peaks
with a Bragg spacing d¼ 49.65 0.08 Å (1 Å¼ 0.1 nm) ob-
tained byQ-2Q scans (Fig. S1,A andB). Using data collected
in the rocking-curve geometry (Fig. S1 C), we determined
that our samples were highly oriented, as indicated by a
mosaic spread inQ of only 0.05� full width at half-maximum
(Fig. S1D). Data of similar quality were obtained at 86% and
93% RH, corresponding to 7.7 and 9.4 waters/lipid (39,40),
respectively (Fig. S2). We computed one-dimensional, abso-
lute per-lipid scattering-length density profiles along the
bilayer normal from the observed structure factors whose
phases were known from earlier studies (24), with one excep-
tion (see Materials and Methods). The profile of DOPC at
66% RH obtained by Fourier reconstruction from structure
factors presented in Table S2 is shown in Fig. 1 A (black
curve). The profile reveals positive densities for the head-
group region, a trough for the hydrocarbon tails, and negative
densities near the acyl-chain methyl groups. The neutron
scattering lengths for carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and phospho-
rous have similar positive values, whereas hydrogen has
a negative scattering length. The average scattering-length
density of the bilayer hydrocarbon core is close to zero
because the positive scattering length of carbon is about equal
in magnitude to the negative scattering length of two hydro-
gens. The headgroup peaks are closer together than they
would be in an equivalent x-ray experiment (24), because
x-rays scatter most strongly from headgroup phosphates,
whereas neutrons scatter most strongly from the carbonyl
groups owing to their relative lack of hydrogens.

To determine the transmembrane distribution of the acyl-
chain methyl groups, we first synthesized methyl-deuterated
obtained at 86% and 93% RH (7.7 and 9.4 waters per lipid, respectively;

Fig. S5). The estimated maximum uncertainty for all profiles is indicated

by the black error bar determined from error bands computed by the method

of Wiener and White (24). Examples of such error bands are shown in

Fig. 2. To reduce the complexity of the plots, the bands were not included

here; the same data with complete error bands are shown in Fig. S6.

Biophysical Journal 100(6) 1455–1462
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oleic acid (Supporting Material). Methyl-deuterated DOPC
(d6-DOPC) carrying two methyl-deuterated chains was then
synthesized by Avanti Polar Lipids. Mass spectrometry
demonstrated the purity of the lipid and allowed the deute-
rium isotope content to be determined. Diffraction measure-
ments were then carried out on DOPC/d6-DOPC bilayers
containing 49, 73, or 97 mol % d6-DOPC under the same
conditions used for the DOPC bilayers. In addition, to deter-
mine the water distribution across the bilayers, we made
diffraction measurements on DOPC bilayers hydrated
through the vapor phase using saturated salt solutions
prepared with H2O/D2O mixtures containing 0, 10, 20,
and 50 mol % D2O. These deuteration experiments allowed
us to determine the phases of the structure factors (Fig. S3).
The scattering-length profiles obtained at 66% RH are
shown in Fig. 1 A. The profiles of the DOPC/d6-DOPC bila-
yers are shown in shades of red and orange, and profiles of
DOPC hydrated with different mol percents of D2O are
shown in shades of blue. In the DOPC/d6-DOPC experi-
ments, the scattering density increased linearly in the center
of the bilayer with increasing mol % d6-DOPC, while in the
DOPC/H2O:D2O the scattering density increased linearly
with increasing D2O mol % in the headgroup region of
the bilayer. Similar results were obtained for experiments
carried out at 86% and 93% RH (Fig. S4). We determined
from these profiles the transbilayer distributions of the
acyl-chain methyls and bilayer water by using difference-
structure curves obtained by subtracting the scattering
profile of nondeuterated DOPC (black curve, Fig. 1 A)
from the scattering-length profiles for bilayers containing
deuterated methyls or water.

The difference-structure profiles for acyl-chain methyls
and bilayer waters are shown in Fig. 1 B. The complete
methyl distribution is much broader than the 1/e-halfwidth
of 2.955 0.28 Å (66% RH) previously determined by indi-
rect methods (11), which assumed a Gaussian distribution.
The transbilayer methyl distribution determined here
consists of a strong central peak (1/e-halfwidth of 4.52 5
0.06 at 66% RH) with weaker wings that overlap the water
distributions at the edge of the bilayer lipids. Under the
conditions of our experiments, this distribution represents
a fully resolved image of the distribution, for reasons dis-
cussed extensively by Wiener and White (41,42). Further,
the distribution is not affected by bilayer undulations (43)
at the hydrations used in our experiments (24,40). Because
there is no excess water in our samples, the waters revealed
in the profiles are those that hydrate the headgroups. There-
fore, the methyl wings extend into the headgroups of the
lipids. The strong central methyl peak is Gaussian in shape
and occupies ~80% of the total methyl area, which leads to
the conclusion that ~20% of the bilayer’s acyl-chain methyls
are in a distribution that includes contact with the head-
groups (Fig. S5). About half of this distribution (10% of
methyls) overlaps with the headgroup region, starting at
the carbonyls. The extent of the incursion of the methyls
Biophysical Journal 100(6) 1455–1462
into the headgroups reveals a remarkable degree of acyl-
chain disorder in Ld bilayers that could not have been antic-
ipated, even from NOESY NMR measurements (20–22).
Determination of the transbilayer methyl
distribution for 2:1 DOPC/cholesterol bilayers

We next addressed the issue of acyl-chain disorder in Lo

membranes by obtaining diffraction measurements at 86%
RH on oriented DOPC and 2:1 DOPC/cholesterol bilayers
(i.e., 33 mol % cholesterol) containing 7.7 and 7.9 waters/
lipid, respectively. The Bragg spacing (d) of DOPC bilayers
and 2:1 DOPC/cholesterol bilayers was determined to be
50.4 5 0.1 Å and 52.7 5 0.2 Å, respectively (Fig. S7).
Increases in d with increasing cholesterol concentration in
phospholipid/cholesterol mixtures are generally interpreted
as resulting from the condensing effect of cholesterol,
which decreases the interfacial area of the phospholipids
(44) and consequently increases the average length of the
phospholipid.

We first carried out diffraction measurements at 86% RH
on neat DOPC and d6-DOPC bilayers, and on bilayers con-
taining 33 mol % cholesterol or 33 mol % cholesterol
deuterated in the hydroxyl-containing A ring (cholesterol-
2,2,3,4,4,6-d6, here called d6-cholesterol). The bilayers,
which were highly oriented at the hydration used, yielded
7 orders of lamellar diffraction for neat DOPC and 8 orders
for DOPC/cholesterol bilayers. The diffracted intensities
yielded structure factors from which scattering-length
bilayer profiles were computed. The profiles for the neat
DOPC and d6-DOPC are shown in Fig. 2 A (red dotted
and solid curves, respectively). Also shown in Fig. 2 A are
profiles for 2:1 DOPC/cholesterol and 2:1 d6-DOPC/d6-
cholesterol (blue dotted and solid curves, respectively).
For clarity, the space between the two DOPC/cholesterol
curves has been shaded blue. The scattering density
increases in the center of the neat d6-DOPC profile relative
to the DOPC bilayer, as expected. Also as expected, the
scattering density increases in both the bilayer center and
headgroup regions of d6-DOPC/d6-cholesterol bilayers rela-
tive to the DOPC/cholesterol bilayers.

The difference structures shown in Fig. 2 B, obtained
from the profiles in Fig. 2 A, reveal that the addition of
cholesterol caused a dramatic decrease in the width of the
acyl-chain methyl distribution. The difference profiles for
d6-DOPC and d6-DOPC/cholesterol are shown in Fig. 2 C
by the solid red and blue curves, respectively. The methyl
distribution shown in Fig. 2 C for d6-DOPC/cholesterol
was obtained from an independent set of measurements,
apart from the results shown in Fig. 2 B. This independent
result confirms the effect of cholesterol on the methyl distri-
bution observed in Fig. 2 B. Superimposed on the difference
profiles as dotted blue lines are Gaussian-fitted peaks corre-
sponding to the location of the hydroxyl-containing ring of
d6-cholesterol. These results establish that the acyl-chain
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FIGURE 2 Transbilayer distribution of terminal methyl groups in a

liquid-ordered DOPC/cholesterol (2:1) bilayer. Scattering-length density

profiles on an absolute scale along the bilayer normal of DOPC and 2:1

DOPC/cholesterol bilayers. Temperature: 21�C. Hydration: 86% RH. (A)

The dashed blue curve is the reference profile for a 2:1 DOPC/cholesterol

bilayer, and the solid blue curve is for 2:1 d6-DOPC/d6-cholesterol (choles-

terol-2,2,3,4,4,6-d6). The dashed red curve is the reference profile for

DOPC, and the solid red curve is for 2.7:1 d6-DOPC/DOPC (i.e., 73 mol %

d6-DOPC). Space-filling representations of disordered DOPC molecules

(light red background) and cholesterol molecules (light blue background)

are shown above the panel (red, oxygen; gray, carbon; blue, nitrogen;
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methyl groups have indeed retreated from the region occu-
pied by the hydroxyl-containing ring of the cholesterol.
The fact that small methyl wings remain in the presence
of cholesterol is shown by superimposing a curve (dashed
black curve) obtained by fitting a Gaussian curve to the
central region of the methyl distribution. The wings in this
case occupy ~3% of the total methyl area.
MD simulations

To gain additional insights into the structural differences
between Ld and Lo bilayers, we carried out all-atom MD
simulations of each lipid bilayer system at 7.9 waters/lipid
(corresponding to 86% relative humidity). The transbilayer
distributions for the acyl-chain methyl groups exhibit broad
wings similar to those observed experimentally, accounting
for ~11% and 6% of the terminal methyl groups in DOPC
and DOPC/cholesterol, respectively (see solid curves in
Fig. 3, B and D). An advantage of such simulations is that
they can reveal the transbilayer distributions of the acyl-chain
methyls of each bilayer leaflet. The purple and magenta
curves in Fig. 3, B and D, show that the methyl distributions
associated with each leaflet are highly asymmetric and
exhibit long tails that extend into their respective polar head-
group regions. The area shared by the purple and magenta
curves reveals the extent of interleaflet mixing of acyl-chain
methyls in the absence and presence of cholesterol.
gold, phosphorous; white, hydrogen; orange, deuterium). (B) Difference

scattering-length density profiles obtained by subtracting the reference

profiles from the profiles determined using d6-DOPC (yellow curve sur-

rounded by red band) and d6-DOPC/d6-cholesterol (blue curve surrounded

by lighter blue band). The d6-DOPC curve shows that the terminal methyl

groups have a broad transbilayer distribution similar to the distribution

observed at 66% RH (Fig. 1 B). The broad red band represents estimates

of experimental uncertainty computed using the methods of Wiener and

White (24). The d6-DOPC methyl peak has been rescaled to account for

the lower d6-DOPC concentration (73 mol %) in the DOPC bilayers

compared to the d6-DOPC/d6-cholesterol bilayers, which were made with

100% d6-DOPC. The d6-DOPC/d6-cholesterol curve shows that the choles-

terol causes the terminal methyl groups to retract from the interface. The

pair of peaks located at ~515 Å relative to the bilayer center are due to

the six deuterium atoms on the hydroxyl-containing A ring of cholesterol.

The broad light-blue band represents estimates of experimental uncertainty

computed according to the methods of Wiener and White (24). (C) Differ-

ence scattering-length density profiles for d6-DOPC/cholesterol (deter-

mined independently from the data presented in A and B) obtained by

subtracting a reference 2:1 DOPC/cholesterol profile from the d6-DOPC/

cholesterol (blue curve surrounded by lighter blue band). The d6-DOPC

difference structure of panel B is included for comparison. The dotted

blue curves are Gaussian-fit curves of the deuterated A ring of the

d6-DOPC/d6-cholesterol difference structure of panel B. The repeat

distances were determined to be 50.4 5 0.1 for neat DOPC bilayers and

52.7 5 0.2 for 2:1 DOPC/cholesterol, respectively. The analysis was per-

formed considering nw ¼ 7.7 water molecules per unit cell for neat

DOPC (23) and nw ¼ 7.9 water for 2:1 DOPC/cholesterol. The latter value

was determined by using the terminal methyl of d6-DOPC peak for calibra-

tion, which allows determination of the absolute amplitude of the water

peak (16,25).
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A FIGURE 3 Simulated transbilayer distributions

of terminal methyl groups in liquid-disordered

and -ordered DOPC/cholesterol (2:1) bilayers.

(A) Snapshot of the all-atom MD simulation of

DOPC. The terminal methyl groups are repre-

sented as spheres and colored purple and magenta

to distinguish the methyls of each leaflet. Acyl

chains shown in stick representation are gray.

Phosphatidylcholine headgroups are also shown

in stick representation and colored according to

the element (red, oxygen; blue, nitrogen; gold,

phosphorous; white, hydrogen). Water is repre-

sented by the aquamarine bands. The simulation

box contained 288 DOPC and 2276 water mole-

cules. The d-spacing under NPT conditions was

48.6 5 0.4 Å. (B) Transbilayer distribution of

terminal methyls for DOPC observed in the all-

atom MD simulations of the experimental results

described in Fig. 1. The solid aquamarine curve

shows the distribution for all terminal methyl

groups. The broad wings observed experimentally

are also observed in the simulation. The maroon

and purple curves show the distributions of methyl

groups associated with the left and right bilayer

leaflets, respectively. (C) Snapshot from the all-

atom MD 2:1 DOPC/cholesterol. Cholesterol molecules, colored goldenrod, are shown in stick representation. As observed experimentally, the bilayer is

thicker than in panel A due to the ordering effect of the cholesterol molecules on the DOPC molecules. The simulation box contained 192 DOPC, 96 choles-

terol, and 2285 water molecules. The d-spacing under NPT conditions was 53.15 0.7 Å. (D) Transbilayer distribution of terminal methyls for DOPC in 2:1

DOPC/cholesterol bilayers observed in all-atomMD simulations of the experimental results described in Fig. 2. The solid aquamarine curve shows the distri-

bution for all terminal methyl groups. As in the experiments, the DOPC methyls retract from the membrane interface in the presence of cholesterol. The

maroon and purple curves show the distributions of methyl groups associated with the left and right bilayer leaflets, respectively.
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Cholesterol significantly decreases interleaflet mixing.
This finding is consistent with the generally accepted idea
that the DOPC/cholesterol liquid-ordered phase arises as a
result of the phospholipid acyl chains straightening without
changing their fluidity or packing (4–9). This straightening
is further supported by a comparison of the orientational
order-parameter profiles for both the sn-1 and sn-2 chains,
as shown in Fig. 4 A. The figure shows an increase by
~50% in the magnitude of the order parameters for most
methylene positions, as previously observed in NMR exper-
iments (8). However, cholesterol has no effect on the frac-
tion of gauche conformations of any carbon-carbon bond
along either DOPC acyl chain (Fig. 4 B), suggesting that
the ordering effect achieved by acyl-chain straightening is
not accompanied by a change in packing of the lipid bilayer
hydrocarbon core. But if the probability of each bond in the
gauche configuration is not influenced by the presence of
cholesterol, how can one explain chain straightening in
the bilayers of DOPC/cholesterol mixtures? The straight-
ening is a second-order effect. Although the overall proba-
bility for gauche bonds does not decrease, the probability
of certain combinations of gauche bonds in a chain is
reduced by cholesterol, thus preventing the bending of the
chains’ ends toward the interface. This is evident from the
increased order parameters of the chains (Fig. 4 A).

Together, the results of our diffraction measurements and
MD simulations are consistent with a partial ordering of
phospholipid acyl chains by the rigid fused-ring structure
Biophysical Journal 100(6) 1455–1462
of cholesterol. An unexpected result of our study is the
observation of a high concentration of acyl-chain methyl
groups in the polar headgroup region of liquid-disordered
membranes. This finding reveals the extreme disorder of
the bilayer hydrocarbon core and validates earlier NOESY
NMR results that suggested contact between acyl-chain
methyls and the polar headgroups. However, we did not
anticipate the extent of the headgroup-methyl mixing from
the NMR measurements. Cholesterol reduces this mixing,
but does not eliminate it entirely. In the context of the raft
hypothesis, it was previously suggested that coupling
between bilayer leaflets might occur in rafts as a result of
cholesterol’s ordering effect on sphingolipids in the outer
leaflet and glycerolipids in the cytoplasmic leaflet (1,45).
The DOPC/cholesterol Lo membranes examined here lack
the lipid asymmetry of plasma membranes; nevertheless, the
results suggest that cholesterol is more likely to decrease
interleaflet coupling rather than enhance it. However, with
or without cholesterol, interleaflet coupling is significant.
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FIGURE 4 Order-parameter profiles and fraction of gauche conforma-

tions for DOPC acyl chains. (A) Order-parameter profiles for the acyl chains

of DOPC in the absence and presence cholesterol (2:1 DOPC/cholesterol)

determined from MD simulations. The orientational order parameters SCD
of the DOPC oleoyl chains (sn-1 and sn-2) were calculated from the orien-

tation of the C-H bonds of each methylene position relative to the bilayer

normal. Specifically, SCD¼ j<P2(cosq)>j, where P2 is the second Legendre

polynomial, and q is the angle between a C-H bond and the bilayer normal.

(B) Fraction of gauche conformations along the DOPC sn-1 and sn-2 chains

in the absence and presence of cholesterol (2:1 DOPC/cholesterol) deter-

mined by MD simulations. The fraction of gauche conformations was

calculated for the DOPC and DOPC/cholesterol systems from the dihedral

angle distributions along the sn-1 and sn-2 DOPC oleoyl chains. The data

show that the presence of cholesterol has little effect on the distributions

of gauche conformations.
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